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If you jump i jump. itÂ’s only a fall. weÂ’ll both crash at
the bottom to get back to the top of the world. how cool
would it be to swim through the sky? letÂ’s go. you
know that i will not leave you alone. how will we get to
the bottom? weÂ’ll sink like stones. all our dreams float
and we fall into the ocean. in the river that overlooks
the city come and waste some time with us today away
from everything and away from all the rain. away. yeah.
Underneath the river that leaks into the ocean we
peeled back the sunrise so we can fly under this
endless sky and compete with the source of light. if you
jump i jump. itÂ’s only a fall. weÂ’ll both crash at the
bottom to get back to the top of the world. We fly on the
border line of new jersey sky and crash into deleware.
in the river that overlooks the scenery come and paint
the sky blue with me. weÂ’ll wash the clouds away and
ride them to our escape away from this place. i can
save the day. Underneath the river, swimming in the
ocean, we were caught flying higher then we ever
imagined, even though we are underground. if you
jump i jump. itÂ’s only a fall. weÂ’ll both crash at the
bottom to get back to the top of the world and take
pictures of our broken hearts from far away, where we
are safe to stand on the edge of a burning bridge
looking down on our graves. we can smile and say,
Â“we know weÂ’re awake. itÂ’s just a lucid dream.Â”
weÂ’re in a lucid dream. stay awake. i could take my
poison out and spit it in their face. theyÂ’re a day away
from our dream
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